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	Electrical Power Cable Engineering, Second Edition remains the foremost reference on universally used low- and medium-voltage electrical power cables, cataloging technical characteristics and assuring success for cable manufacture, installation, operation, and maintenance. While segments on electrical cable insulation and field assessment have been revamped to reflect industry transformations, new chapters tackle distinctive topics like the location of underground system faults and the thermal resistivity of concrete, proving that this expanded edition lays the soundest foundation for engineering decisions.


	Power engineering is the oldest and most traditional of the various areas within electrical engineering, yet no other facet of modern technology is undergoing a more dramatic revolution in both technology and industry structure. Among the most important electrical technologies for the 21st century is power cable engineering. Insulated cable has become a staple of modern power engineering and operations, where underground power transmission keeps facilities out of sight and largely protected from external damage. Increasingly, the use of insulated cable rather than air-insulated overhead conductor is the only acceptable way for electric utilities to move power in both heavily congested urban cores and environmentally or esthetically important areas. And increasingly, the maintenance, care, and condition assessment of older cable, cable that has been in service for twenty or thirty years, is a particular concern to modern utilities. That, among other topics, is part of the expanded focus of Electric Power Cable Engineering, Second Edition.
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Open Data Structures: An Introduction (Open Paths to Enriched Learning)Athabasca University, 2013

	Offered as an introduction to the field of data structures and algorithms, Open Data Structures covers the implementation and analysis of data structures for sequences (lists), queues, priority queues, unordered dictionaries, ordered dictionaries, and graphs. Focusing on a mathematically rigorous approach that is fast, practical, and...
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IP Routing Primer (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 1998
A thorough guide to understanding IP behavior in a router-based networkLearn IP behavior in a Cisco router-based network from an expertExamine proven, effective troubleshooting techniques to eliminate the need for additional technical supportMaster IP fundamentals that everyone supporting an IP network needs to knowStudy visual explanations of...
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Memetics and Evolutionary Economics: To Boldly Go Where no Meme has Gone Before (Economic Complexity and Evolution)Springer, 2020

	
		This book explores the question of whether and how meme theory or “memetics” can be fruitfully utilized in evolutionary economics and proposes an approach known as “economemetics” which is a combination of meme theory and complexity theory that has the potential to combat the fragmentation of evolutionary...
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Mobile Forensic Investigations: A Guide to Evidence Collection, Analysis, and Presentation, Second EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	
		
			Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the product.

		

		
			Master the tools and techniques of mobile forensic investigations
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Studying Foreign Policy Comparatively: Cases and Analysis (New Millennium Books in International Studies)Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2018

	What is foreign policy? What do we know about why states pursue certain foreign policies and not others? What factors go into the shaping of foreign policy? Studying Foreign Policy Comparatively, Fourth Edition (formerly titled The New...
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Lonely Planet Borneo (Regional Travel Guide)Lonely Planet, 2011

	“Wild orangutans swing through jungle canopies, Irrawaddy dolphins play in the shimmering waters of the South China Sea and saltwater crocs watch boats gliding down the river in search of Dayak longhouses.” – Daniel Robinson, Lonely Planet Writer
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